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Abstract The paper addresses the problem of test derivation from partially defmed 
specifications. A specification is modeled by an Input/Output FSM such that 
transitions from some states on some inputs are not specified (a partial FSM). 
Tests have to be derived for a weak conformance relation between FSMs as a 
conformance relation. The paper further elaborates the state-counting approach 
by providing an insight into the structure of tests with fault coverage for partial 
deterministic machines and by offering risk-free optimizations which reduce 
the length of resulting tests. Based on this approach, a method for deriving 
tests with fault coverage guarantee (checking experiments) is proposed. It is 
demonstrated that the method is superior to other test derivation methods for 
deterministic state machines. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

There are not many papers on test derivation that deal with partial 
specifications, in general, and with partial Input/Output FSMs, in particular. 
One of the reasons is that a classical state identification approach pioneered 
in [7] does not extend to an arbitrary partially defined FSM, as its states may 
no longer be distinguishable using only "core" or specified transitions. The 
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core transitions have exclusively to be used to check for a weak conformance, 
as opposed to the strong conformance (equivalence) used for complete 
machines. A pragmatic solution that sometimes works is to complete a 
partial specification in one way or another. A complete specification can 
then be minimized so that the state identification approach becomes 
applicable; however, some conforming implementations may now be 
recognized as nonconforming as already argued, e.g., in [14], [20]. Note that 
in [20] it is assumed that a partial machine is reduced, which seems to be 
only a special case. In a more general case, a partial machine may not be 
reduced and another approach is required As a solution to the problem, we 
attempted to develop such an approach, called a state-counting approach, in a 
number of papers [21], [22], [13], [17], [16]. This approach relies on 
counting states traversed by test sequences to decide when a particular 
sequence could be trimmed. It subsumes the classical state identification 
approach ofHennie [7] and his followers, see, e.g., [19], [2], [4], [11], [18]. 

The goal of this paper is to further advance the state-counting approach by 
providing an insight into the structure of tests with fault coverage for partial 
(deterministic) machines with compatible, quasi-equivalent, and 
distinguishable states and by offering risk-free optimizations which reduce 
the length of resulting tests. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give 
necessary basic notions. In Section 3, we discuss the structure of tests for 
various types of FSMs, which may have compatible, quasi-equivalent and 
distinguishable states and propose a method for test derivation from partial 
FSMs with complete fault coverage. We also discuss the complexity of test 
suites obtained with the proposed method. In Section 4, we summarize the 
contributions of the paper and indicate possible future work. 

2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 

A fmite state machine (FSM), often simply called a machine throughout 
this paper, is an initialized deterministic Mealy machine which can be 
formally defined as follows. An FSM A is a 7-tuple (S, so, X, Y, DA, tJ, }..), 
where S is a finite set of states with the initial state So, X is a finite set of 
inputs, Y is a finite set of outputs, DAis a subset of S x X, called a 
specification domain, and tJ and}" are a transition function tJ: DA - S and an 
output function}..: DA - Y, respectively. 

An FSM A is said to be completely specified (a complete FSM) if DA = S 
X X. We will omit the specification domain DA in the case of complete 
machines. If DAis a proper subset of S x X then A is called a partially 
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specified machine (a partial FSM). Note that, sometimes [6], the functions tJ 
and A are defined over different specification domains, however, to simplifY 
our discussions we will not consider here such cases. Moreover, we note 
that, for example, in typical protocol applications, both functions of protocol 
machines are defined over the same domain. 

Given a string a = Xl .• .xk of the set x* of all possible input sequences, a is 
said to be an acceptable input sequence at state s E S if there exist states Sh 

••. , Slo Sk+h where Sl =S, such that (sox;) E DA and tXsoXI) = S;+l for any i = 1, 
... , k In words, a is an acceptable input sequence at state S if the behavior of 
A for the sequence a is defined. We use X (s) to denote the set of all 
acceptable input sequences for state S and X for the state so, i.e. for A. The 
set X (s) may be empty for state s, but hereinafter we assume that the set 

isnotempty. 
We extend the transition and output functions from input symbols to 

acceptable input sequences, including the empty word E, as usual. Let tXs, E) 
= S and A(s, E) = E for any s E S. Suppose that fJ is an acceptable input 
sequence for state s and tXs, fJ) = s' and A(s, fJ) = y. Then for any X E X such 
that (s', x) E DA we define tXs, fJx) = /Ks', x) and A(s, fJx) = yA(s', x). For 
convenience, we use the same notations tJ and A for the extended functions, 
as well, since in our discussions, this does not imply any contradiction. 

Given states s, s' E S, a sequence a E X (s) such that tXs, a) = s' is a 
transfer sequence from S to s'. For any state s, the empty sequence E is a 
transfer sequence from S to s. A transfer sequence, if we do not specifY from 
which state it is, starts, by default, from the initial one of a given FSM. 

We say that the sequence a, applied at state s, traverses state s' if there 
exists a non-empty prefix fJ of a such that fJ is a transfer sequence from s to 
s'. We also say that a set of sequences traverses a given state if it contains at 
least one sequence that traverses state. We consider here only connected 
machines. FSM A = (S, so, X, Y, DA, tJ, A) is said to be connected if all its 
states are reachable from the initial state, i.e., for any state s E S, there exists 
a transfer sequence a E X from So to s. 

A state cover of FSM A with n states is defined as a set of n transfer 
sequences that take the machine A from the initial state to evety state. An 
input sequence y is said to cover a transition from state s with input x if it can 
be represented as a concatenation y = cafJ such that a is a transfer sequence 
to s. We also say that a given set of sequences covers a given transition if it 
has at least one sequence that covers the transition. 

Given state s of an FSM A = (S, so, X, Y, DA, tJ, A) and state t of an FSM B 
= (T, to. X, Y, DB, Ll, A), states s and t are said to be compatible if either 
X (s) n X (t) = 0 or A(s, a) ... A(t, a) for any input sequence a E X (s) 
n X (t). Otherwise, i.e., when there exists an input sequence a E X (s) n 
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X B (t) such that JJ...s, a) ;II! A(t, a), states s and t are said to be distinguishable 
(by a), written s _ t (s -a t). Given a set W X (s) n X B (t), we also use s 
_w t to denote the fact that there exists a E W such that s -G t. In the case of a 
complete FSM, two distinguishable states can already be distinguished by 
input sequence a oflength lal :s n - 1, where n is the number of states in the 
given machine. In the case of a partial machine, the corresponding bound is 
n(n - 1)/2 [14]. An FSM is reduced if any two of its states are 
distinguishable; a machine with compatible states is said to be unreduced. 

An unreduced FSM may have quasi-equivalent or equivalent states. 
Given two compatible states, s of an FSM A == (S, so, X, Y, DA, 6, ).,) and t of 
an FSM B == (T, to, X, Y, DB, Li, A), state t of B is said to be quaSi-eqUivalent 
to state s of A, written t _ s, if :2 (s). The quasi-equivalence 
relation, introduced in [5], is also called weak conformance in [20] and other 
works. If states s and t are quasi-equivalent to each other, we refer to these 
states as to equivalent states, written s _ t. 

Given FSMs A and B over the same input alphabet, B is said to be quasi
equivalent to A, written B _ A, if the initial state of FSM B is quasi-equivalent 
to the initial state of FSM A. The two machines are distinguishable, written 
B _A, if their initial states are distinguishable. 

If a reduced FSM B is quasi-equivalent to A then it is called a reduced 
form of A. Methods for constructing a reduced form from a partial machine 
are more involved than that for complete machines. The reason is that, in 
general, the relation of state compatibility is not transitive for partial FSMs, 
i.e. an appropriate state of an implementation FSM may be quasi-equivalent 
to different compatible states of a specification FSM. This feature explains 
why test derivation from partial machines is a more difficult problem than 
that for complete machines. We use the quasi-equivalence relation (weak 
conformance) for deriving tests directly from a given FSM without first 
minimizing it. 

Let Xbe the input alphabet of a (partial or complete) specification FSM A. 
A test suite for FSM A is a fmite set of acceptable input sequences (tests) of 
A. We thus assume that a reliable reset is available in any potential 
implementation machine to bring it back to the initial state to resume testing. 
We assume also that all implementations are represented by a set of 
complete FSMs defined over the input alphabet X, the set is often called 
a fault domain. A test suite TS is said to be complete for A w.r.t. the fault 
domain if, for all B E B _ A implies B _TS A. Let ,D<m(X) be a 
universal set of all complete FSMs with m states over the input alphabet X 
A test suite is said to be m-complete if it is complete w.r. t. the fault domain 
,D<m(X). Clearly, m-complete test suite is also k-complete for any k < m. 
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3. TEST DERIVATION 

3.1 Complete Test Suite and Distinguishing Machine 

Let A be a given specification FSM, partially or completely defmed., and 
B be a completely defined implementation FSM, B E To verify 
whether or not the FSM B is quasi-equivalent to A, we construct a designated 
FSM, called a distinguishing machine of A and B, whose states are pairs of 
states of A and B. Its initial state is the pair of initial states of the two 
machines, the remaining states are detennined by perfonning a reachability 
analysis. 

Fonnally, we define the distinguishing machine ofFSM A = (S, so, X, Y, 
DA, 0, A) and FSM B = (T, to, X, Y', .1, A) as an FSM with the state set Q s 
x T, the input set X, the output set Y U {fail}, fail ft (Y U Y), the transition 
function 'IjJ, the output function cp, and the initial state (so, to), using the 
following rules: 

• qo = (so, to), 
• t), x) = (O(s, x), .1(s, x», if (s, x) E DA, otherwise, t), x) is 

undefined; 
• q;(s, t), x) = A(s, x) if A(s, x) = A(t, x), and 
• q;(s, t), x) = fail if A(s, x) A(t, x); 
such that the state set Q is the smallest set obtained by application of the 

above rules. The machine (Q, qo, X, Y U {fail}, DA(f)l3, 'IjJ, cp), where DA(f)l3 = 
{«s, t), x) I (s, t) E Q A (s, x) E DA}, is called the distinguishing machine 
(OM) of A and B, and is denoted by A$B. 

Clearly, the set Q includes only states reachable from the initial state, i.e., 
OM is an initially connected machine. Note that similar notions of FSM 
products are used in other work, see, e.g., [1], [3], [16J, [9J. 

If FSM B is distinguishable from A, then any input sequence that, applied 
at the initial state of OM A(BB, covers a fail-transition (one with the output 
fail), distinguishes B from A and can be used as a test case to expose faults 
modeled by B. The OM enjoys several other properties useful for test 
generation, some of them are collected in the following proposition. 

Proposition 1. Given two FSMs, A = (S, so, X, Y, DA, 0, A) with n states 
and B = (T, to, X, Y', L1, A) with m states, let A$B = (Q, qo, x, Y U {fail}, 
D A(f)l3, 'IjJ, cp) be OM of A and B. Then 

(a) .x AOB (s, t) = X (s), for all s E Sand t E T such that (s, t) E Q. 
(b) IQI s nm. 

[J 
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Proposition l(a) says that any input sequence acceptable in DM is also 
acceptable in the specification machine A and can be used as a test. The 
following proposition. which is an immediate corollary to Proposition 1 (b), 
establishes an upper bound on tests for partial FSMs. 

Corollary 1. For any FSM A with n states and the set X of acceptable 
input sequences, there exists a subset of the set {a E X A II al = nm} = X'A" 
that is an m-complete test suite. 

Example 
Consider the specification FSM A with n states and implementation FSM 

B with m states shown in Figure 1 [21]. DM has the only fail-transition out 
of state (sn, 1m). The shortest input sequence that covers this transition from 
the initial state is (In-'2t, its length is nm. Therefore, the bound nm is indeed 
tight for partial machines. 

Figure 1. An example of machines distinguished by a sequence oflength nm: 
a) FSMA, b) FSMB, c) DMA@B 

If the set of acceptable sequences is finite (when, for example, the machine 
has no cycling behavior) then it is a complete test suite regardless of the 
bound on the number of states in implementation machines. A systematic 
method is required to determine complete test suites for FSMs with cyclic 
behavior. We first develop a method for several important classes of 
unreduced FSMs and then extend it to an arbitrary deterministic FSM, 
defined partially or completely. 
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3.2 Deriving Tests for Special Classes of Unreduced 
FSMs 

91 

We will describe a method for test derivation that accepts any 
detenninistic I/O FSM, completely or partially specified, which may have 
compatible, equivalent, quasi-equivalent and distinguishable states. By 
combination, one can define many FSM classes, which differ in relations 
between the states of any machine from the class. Here we consider the 
following classes: 

• FSMs such that each two states are compatible, but neither quasi
equivalent nor distinguishable. 

• FSMs such that each two states are either compatible or quasi
equiValent, but not distinguishable. 

• A general type of FSMs such that each two states are compatible, 
quasi-equivalent, or distinguishable. This class includes reduced 
machines and completely defined machines. 

3.2.1 FSMs Without Distinguishable or Quasi-Equivalent States 

Given an implementation FSM B E such that B _ A, a test suite to 
be m-complete should have a sequence that covers a fail-transition in OM 
A@B. It is known that the length of a shortest input sequence that covers a 
transition of any FSM does not exceed the number of its states. On the other 
hand, states of distinguishing machines consist of states of FSMs A and B, 
therefore any state of A constitutes at most m states of OM. It means that a 
transfer sequence traversing the initial state of A m times is cyclic in OM and 
can be replaced by a shorter (acyclic) one. A transfer sequence is said to be 
acyclic if any two prefixes of it take FSM into different states. These 
considerations lead us to the following statements. 

Lemma 1. Given a state cover V ofFSM A and state q of OM A@B, there 
exist a sequence a E V and a transfer sequence ap E .x AD B to state q such 
that p, applied at state 6(so, a), traverses any state of FSM A at most m -1 
times. 

Proof. Let ap E .x AD B be a transfer sequence to state q in OM AEaB 
such that p, applied at state tKqo, a) is an acyclic transfer sequence. Then 
each state of FSM A is traversed by (3 at most m times. Suppose there exists 
state s of A traversed by (3, applied at state 6(so, a), exactly m times. Let ql. 
... , qm be the sequence of states A@B with the component state s traversed by 
(3, applied at state tKqo, a). For (3 to be acyclic in A@B it is required that all 
component states ofFSM Bin q., ... , qm be distinct states, denoted 11. •••• 1m> 
where tm = t. Consider a transfer sequence Q) E V to state s in FSM A. Then 
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the corresponding state .1(to, w) ofFSM B must be one of the states tlo ... , t,." 

since FSM B has at most m states, i.e., there exists a transfer sequence w{3' E 
.x AOB to state q in OM AEBB, such that w E V and {3', applied at state 6(so, 
w), traverses state s of FSM A at most m-l times. 

o 
The lemma allows us to determine the maximal length of input 

sequences covering each transition in an arbitrary OM AEBB to obtain a 
complete test suite. 

Proposition 2. Let V be a state cover of A and E = U a/Lj X: be 
a/LV 

the state q with an emanating fail-transition. Let x be the input that labels the 

fail-transition. By Lemma 1, there exists a transfer sequence a;{3 E B to 

state q such that aj E V, 6(so, a;) = s;, and {3 traverses any state of FSM A at 
most m -1 times. Then the sequence (3 is a proper prefix of some sequence in 
the set L j • Hence, the sequence f3x is a prefix of some sequence in the set L j • 

Thus, B -EA. 
o 

The use of a prefix-closed state cover facilitates merging sequences in 
sets a;L; and may thus reduce tests. However, there might be even no need to 
consider each transfer sequence from a state cover, as follows from the proof 
of Lemma 1. 

Corollary 2. Given an m-complete test suite E for A from Proposition 2, 
let Sf E S be state of A, different from the initial state, such that Sj = 6(so, aj) 

and for all a, E V, Sj is traversed less than m times by any input sequence {3 
E L j , then the set E \ {ajLj } is an m-complete test suite for A. 

o 
In a general case, the length of sequences in the resulting test suite cannot 

be further reduced if states of the given machine are neither distinguishable 
nor quasi-equivalent. FSM A in Figure 1 serves as an example of such 
machines. For other classes of machines, which have quasi-equivalent or 
distinguishable states, shorter (and fewer) sequences than in X'A" may 
constitute a complete test suite. In the next section, we consider how quasi
equivalent states can be taken into account to reduce a complete test suite. 

3.2.2 FSMs without Distinguishable States 

Assume now that a given machine has quasi-equivalent states, but no two 
states are distinguishable. The existence of quasi-equivalent states may 
shorten transfer sequences in distinguishing machines, compared to Lemma 
1. In fact, let (s', t) and (s, t) be states of OM AEBB such that s' _ s, i.e., (s', t) 
_ (s, t). Any transfer sequence to state q that first traverses (s', t) and then (s, 
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t) can be replaced by a shorter sequence that takes the machine to a state that 
is quasi-equivalent to state q, but avoids state (s, t). Indeed, successors of 
quasi-equivalent states for any acceptable input sequence are also quasi
equivalent states. This observation motivates the following definitions. 

A transfer sequence v E .x AD B is said to be acyclic in DM A@B if, for 
any two non-empty prefIxes a and p of v, \ a\ < it holds that if 1jI(qo, a) = 
(s, t), 1jI(qo, {f) = (s', and s' _ s, then t t'. 

We introduce a designated function, denoted #, which for given states s, p 
E S and input sequence a E X (s), returns a maximal length of a sequence 
of states, traversed by a, applied at state s, each of which is quasi-equivalent 
to all subsequent states in the sequence, including state p. Formally, #/.p, a) 
= I, where I is the maximal number of prefixes a\, ... , al of a such that 0 < 
lall < ... < laA, and (j(s, alL ... _ (j(s, al) _po lal O!: #I.p, a) O!: 0 and #/.p, a) = 
o if a is an empty sequence or none of the states traversed by a non-empty 
sequence a is quasi-equivalent to p. 

We also introduce the concept of a core of an FSM. Given FSM A, we 
determine a minimal set of states of A such that contains the initial state and, 
for each state s E S, a state quasi-equivalent to s, called a core ofFSM A. (A 
set is minimal (maximal) with respect to the inclusion ordering.) In the case, 
when the machine A has no quasi-equivalent states, the core coincides with 
the state set S. A subset K X is said to be a core cover of A if, for each 
state in the core of A, it has exactly one transfer sequence. 

Example 
Consider the partial FSM A shown in Figure 2. States 1 and 3 are 

compatible states. These states have no common acceptable input sequence. 
We also have 2 3. The core of FSM A includes states 1 and 2. The 
machine has the core cover K = {E, I}, where E is an empty sequence. 

Figure 2. The partial FSM A. 

Using the above notions, Lemma 1 can be generalized to the case of 
quasi-equivalent states as follows. 

Lemma 2. Given a core cover K ofFSM A and state q of OM A@B, there 
exist a sequence a E K and a transfer sequence af3 E .x AO B to state q' _ q in 
OMA@B, such that #lI..s(»a)(s, {f) s m -1 for all sES. 

Proof. Let v{3 E .x AOB be a transfer sequence to state q in OM A@B 
such that p, applied at state 1jI(qo, v) is an acyclic transfer sequence in OM 
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AEf)B. i.e., #fJ,so'v>Cs, fJ) s m for all s E S. Assume that there exists state s E S 
such that #fJ,so,vls, fJ) = m, while #fJ,so,vls', fJ) < m for all s' E S, s' ;II! s. We 
have m prefixes PI, ... , Pm of 13 such that 0 < IpI! < ... < 113m! and O(So, Vpl) _ ... 
_ O(so, vf3",) _ s. The sequence 13 is acyclic, i.e., the corresponding m states of 
FSM B are distinct. Thus, we have m states of OM AEf)B (O(so, Vpl), .£1(10, 
VpI», ... , (O(so, vf3",), .£1(to, vf3",», such that O(so, vPd _ '''_ (O(so, vf3",) _ sand 
.£1(10, VPt) =:: .£1(10, vf1i) implies i =:: j. By definition of a core cover, there exists 
at E K such that O(so, at) =:: St and St _ O(so, Vpl) _ ... _ (O(so, vpm) _ s. The 
sequence at takes OM AEf)B into state 1jJ(qo, at) = (Sj, .£1(10, aj» such that .£1(10, 
ai) =:: .£1(10, Vpj) and O(so, aj) _ O(so, Vpj) for some non-empty prefix pj of 13, as 
FSM B has at most m states. Then 1jJ(qo, at) _ 1jJ(qo, and the transfer 
sequence vp to state q can be represented as a concatenation VPjP', such that 
#fJ,so,ypiS, s m - 1 for all s E S. 1jJ(qo, aj) _ 1jJ(qo, VPj) implies that 1jJ(qo, 

_ 1jJ(qo, = q. Thus, there exists a transfer sequence ajp'to a state 
quasi-equivalent to the given state q, such that #fJ,so,a/s, s m - 1 for all s E 
S. 

D 
The lemma leads us to the following statement that includes Proposition 2 

as a special case. 

Proposition 3. Let K be a core cover of A and F = U ajMj X: 
C<il K 

be the set of input sequences such that 13 E M j iff f3 E X: (O(so, aj», 
#fJ,so,aiO(so, ajfJ), fJ) = m and #l(so,aj)(S, fJ) < m for all S ;II! O(so, ajfJ). The set F 

is an m-complete test suite ofFSMA. 
Proof. Let B E and B _ A. If B _ A then in OM AEf)B, there exists 

state q with an emanating fail-transition. Let x be the input that labels the 
fail-transition. By Lemma 2, there exists a transfer sequence ajp E A AD B to 
state q' _ q, such that aj E K and #fl.so,aiS, fJ) s m -1 for all s E S. Then the 
sequence f3 is a proper prefix of some sequence in the set M j • q' _ q implies 
that AADB(q'):2 AADB(q) and x induces a fail-transition from the state q'. 
Hence, the input x is also acceptable at state q' and sequence f3x is a prefix of 
some sequence in the set M j that covers a fail-transition. Thus, B ....F A. 

D 
Similar to Corollary 2, we have the following. 
Corollary 3. Given an m-complete test suite F from Proposition 3, let aj 

E K be a transfer sequence from a core cover of A such that Sj = O(so, aj), Sj ;II! 

So and for any at E V, i j, any pES, Sj _p, it holds that #fl.so,aj)(P, fJ) < 
m for all 13 E M;, then the set F \ is an m-complete test suite. 
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3.3 Deriving Tests for General Type of FSMs 

Now we allow for the specification FSM A to have any type of states, 
compatible, quasi-equivalent or distinguishable. 

Given FSM A, we detennine distinguishable states of FSM A, using 
standard algorithms for state minimization of partial FSMs [5], [8], [6], [10]. 
We will use maximal sets of mutually distinguishable states. These sets can 
be determined as cliques of the so-called state distinguishability graph, where 
two nodes representing states have an edge if these states are distinguishable. 

Given a transfer sequence afJ E X A' let Dpaftera denote a maximal set of 
mutually distinguishable states of A, such that at least one of them is 
traversed by fJ, applied at state 6(so,a). Let nmax denote the maximal number 
of mutually distinguishable states of A. Hereinafter, we assume that m, the 
number of states in an implementation machine, is not less than nmax. 

Distinguishable states of FSM A may create distinguishable states in DM 
In particular, states of DM (s, t) and (s', t) are said to be 

conflicting if s _ s' [16]. 
To generalize Proposition 3 for the case of conflicting states in DM 

we need the following notation. Given state pES, an input sequence fJ E 

X: (P) and a set ofmutua11y distinguishable states D S, let #p(D, (3) denote 

D D # p(s, (3). Let #p(D, (3) = I. If I> 0 then by definition of the function #, 

fJ has exactly 1 prefixes fJh ... , fJl, 0 < 1f311 < ... < IfJn with the following 
property. For each sED, such that #p(D \ {s}, (3) < I and for each i, i:s; I, if 

6(s, fJ;) _ sand 6(s, /3i) _ s for some} < i, then 6(s, 13.;) _ 6(s, fJ;)· We use P(fJ, 
D) to denote the set {f3J, ... , fJ/}. 

Proposition 4. Let K be a core cover of FSM A and G = 

U l ajNj be a set of input sequences, where N; comprises each 
a; K 

shortest sequence fJ E (6(so, al)) such that #I'I,So,a;>CD, (3) = m - IDI + 1 

holds for an appropriate set D of mutually distinguishable states of A. The 
following statements hold. 
1. IfFSMA has no distinguishable states then the set G covers a fail

transition in each such thatB E andB _A. 
2. Let B E B _ A and B -G A. Then there exist aj E K, f3 E N; and 

D(laftera; such that IDpaftera;1 > 1 and #l'I,so-al)(D(laftera;, (3) = m -IDpaftera;l + 1, 
moreover, in DM the set of states {1jJ(Qo, a) I (a E K 1\ 3 s E 
D(lafteraj: 6(so, a) _ s) v 3 y E P(fJ, D(lafteraj) : a = alY} contains two 
conflicting states. 
Proof. 1. IfFSM A has no distinguishable states then the set G coincides 

with the set F in Proposition 3, i.e., G is an m-complete test suite. 
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2. We have to demonstrate that for an FSM B that has passed the test suite 
G, but is distinguishable from A, the set of states in FSM A<J)B traversed by 
an input sequence from some N;, applied at the state 'ljJ(soto, a;), together with 
the set of states where sequences of the core cover K take the A(3JB from the 
initial state, has two conflicting states. Moreover, in these two conflicting 
states, states ofFSM A are quasi-equivalent to states of the set D that bounds 
the input sequence. 

Let B _ A and /3 be a shortest sequence such that the sequence a;/3 E 
.x AO B' a; E K, is a transfer sequence in DM A(3JB to state q with a fail
transition. By definition of the set G, there exists a set Dpaftera; such that 

f3) O!: m -IDJl8ftera;l + 1, since B Ji A. Let v be the shortest prefix 
of f3 such that: 
1. v) == m -IDJ + I for some set Dv of mutually distinguishable 

states ofA, 
2. v is an acyclic sequence from the state 'ljJ(qo, a;), moreover, for any state 

(s, t) traversed by v and any state (s', I') == 'ljJ(qo, /1), /1 E K, it holds that s' 
I. 

We have the set P(v, Dv) == {VI, ... , vm-IDJ+d of m - IDJ + 1 prefixes of v 
such that 0 < IVII< ... < IVm-IDJ+d. If the corresponding m - IDJ + 1 states of 
FSM B, ..1(/0, a;vI), ... , ..1(/0, a;vm-IDJ+I), are not distinct then, by definition of 
an acyclic sequence, the sequence v traverses two conflicting states (s, t) and 
(s', t), where s, s' are quasi-equivalent to two different states of the set D", 
i.e., IDJ > 1. Assume, therefore, that the states ..1(/0, a;vI), ... , ..1(/0, a;vm-IDJ+I) 
are distinct. Let Kv be a subset of the core cover K of A that has exactly IDJ 
transfer sequences such that for any j == 1, ... , m - IDJ + 1 there exists y E Kv 
for which O(so, y) _ O(so, a;Yj) holds. The corresponding IDJ states ofFSM B 
are distinct, if the core cover K does not traverse conflicting states. Then the 
two subsets of states ofFSM B, {..1(/o, a;vI), ... , ..1(/0, aivm-IDJ+I)} and {..1(/o, y) 
lyE Kv} intersect, as, together, they have m - IDJ + 1 + IDJ == m + 1 states, 
while B has only m states. Thus, there exist a sequence /1 E Kv and non
empty prefix Yj of v such that ..1(/0, /1) == .1(/0, aiYj), while O(so, /1) and L1(to, 
aiYj) are quasi-equivalent to some states in the set Dv. If they are quasi
equivalent to the same state then O(so, /1) _ O(so, aiYj) by definition of the set 
Kv. The case O(so, /1) _ O(so, aiYj) contradicts to property (2) of the sequence 
v. Thus, O(so, /1) and O(so, ai'l) are quasi-equivalent to two different states of 
the set D,\!. Hence, IDJ > 1 and the set of states {'ljJ(qo, a) I a E K A 3 s E Dv : 
(j(so, a) _ s v 3 y E P( v, Dv) : a == air} contains two conflicting states [O(so, 
/1), .1(/0, /1)] and [O(so, aiYj), L1(to, aiYj)] , where O(so, /1) and O(so, aiYj) are 
quasi-equivalent to two different states of the set D". 

D 
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The set G from Proposition 4 can easily be extended to cover fail
transitions missed by G, using the following property of distinguishing 
machines. 

Lemma 3. Let (s', t) and (s, t) be conflicting states of A@B such that s' -a 

S for some input sequence a, then the input sequence a covers a fail
transition in DMA@B from (s', t) or (s, t). 

o 
The presence of distinguishable states in FSM A allows us to decrease the 

length (and therefore, the number) of sequences needed to traverse states (cf 
Proposition 3 and 4) at a price of including additional input sequences 
distinguishing states in A. The gain increases with the number of 
distinguishable states. Informally speaking, the more distinguishable states 
FSM A has, the more the structure of complete test suites resembles that 
implied by existing test derivation methods for reduced machines. To 
demonstrate the point more formally, we determine the set G of Proposition 4 
for the case of completely defined reduced FSM A. 

The core cover K of such a machine coincides with a state cover V of the 
given machine. All n states of A are mutually distinguishable, thus IDpafterJ = 

n for any afJ E X A with non-empty fJ. Then each set Nj is nothing more but 
the set of all input sequences of the length up to m - n + 1 acceptable in state 
6(so, aj), i.e. Nj = r n+! n X A (6(so, aj». If A is completely defined then Nj = 

rn+! for all aj E V. Thus, G = vxm-n+!. Let W denote a characterization set 
of FSM A. F or any two distinguishable states, it contains a sequence that 
distinguishes them. According to Lemma 3, the sequences of W, 
concatenated to each sequence in the set G, cover any remaining fail
transition. The set vrn+!w is exactly the test suite derived by the W
method [19], [2], which is m-complete. A similar observation applies to the 
test derivation method developed for reduced partial FSMs in [20]. This 
indicates that the method we are developing includes the existing methods as 
special cases. 

We are now ready to present the detailed description of the method. 
Input. FSM A; the list of pairs of distinguishable states and for each pair 

(s, an input sequence y(s, that distinguishes s and s'; all maximal sets 
of mutually distinguishable states; and an integer m equal or greater than the 
maximal number of mutually distinguishable states. 

Output. An m-complete test suite for FSM A. 
The method includes the following steps. 

1. Determine a core cover K of A. 
2. For each aj E K, determine the set of all shortest input sequences Nj C 

X (6(so, aj» such that #fI,so,uj)(DfJafterm fJ) = m -ID,6aftera;i + 1 and 6(so, aifJ) 
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E D(J8fter<Zj for each sequence fJ E N/. Let D(Nj ) denote the union of sets 
D(J8fteraj over all fJ E N j • 

3. a,:= E. R:= {al}. 
4. For each N/, where a/ E R, and for each state s E D(N/), determine a E K 

such that 6(so, a) _ s and include a in R. Repeat this step until R = K or 
no more sequences from K are included into R. 

5. Determine the set {ajy(('j(so, aj),('j(so, aj» I aj, aj E R} = TS,. 
6. Determine the set {a/Ky(s, I a/ ERA fJ E N/ A K E P(fJ, D(J8fteru/)} A s, 

s' E D(J8fteruj} = T&.. 
7. Determine TSI U TS2 == TS, that is an m-complete test suite (all sequences 

that are prefixes of other sequences can be removed). 

We provide a few comments on the steps of this method. Determining a 
core of a given FSM in Step I is a typical combinatorial, set cover problem, i. 
e., find a minimal number of states that "cover" all the states of a given 
machine. We say that one state "covers" another state if the former is quasi
equivalent to the latter. Once a core is determined, a core cover can be 
obtained from a spanning tree similar to the one used to find a state cover, 
see e.g. [Chow78]. Step 2 is a key part of the method. It corresponds to 
constructing the set of traversal sequences vxm-n+l in the W-, Wp-methods 
and other methods for reduced machines. The step can be performed as 
follows. We start with an empty input sequence and grow it in all the 
possible ways (obtaining acceptable sequences) to satisfy the condition 
#l(s()oaj)(D(J8fterm (5) = m -ID(J8fterujl + 1. Step 4 attempts to minimize the number 
of sets of traversal sequences applied after transfer sequences from the core 
cover (see Corollaries 2 and 3), and thus, can always be omitted, by assuming 
R==K. 

The set TS, ensures that if sequences in the core cover (or the set R, to be 
more precise) traverse conflicting states in a particular DM AEf)B then a fail
transition is covered by a sequence from TS1• Similarly, the set T&. 
guarantees that if conflicting states are traversed by a sequence in Nj then a 
fail-transition is covered. Note that if FSM A has no distinguishable states 

then TS, = R and T&. = G = U ajNj R, i.e., Steps 5-7 can be skipped 
a,-L R 

(see Proposition 3). 
Example 
We derive a complete test suite for the partial FSM A shown in Figure 2, 

assuming that the number of states in any implementation machine does not 
exceed 3, i.e., m:!iii 3. The core cover K= {E, I}. We have 1_ 2 and y(1, 2) = 
1, as the machine in response to input I produces output 0 in state 1 and 1 in 
state 2. (1, 2) is the only pair of distinguishable states, hence, we have two 
maximal sets of mutually distinguishable states - D, = {I, 2} and D2 == {3}. 
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#)(D" 12)=2 
#)(D2,12)=1 

#)(D),I)=1 
#)(D2,1)=1 

#l(D),ll)=1 
#1 (D2• 11)=2 

#1(D), 112)=2 
#1(D2,1l2)=2 

Figure 3. Cons1ructing the set NI of traversal sequences. 

We determine traversal sequences. In Step 2, let a) = E. The process of 
determining the set of input sequences Nl is illustrated in Figure 3. A 
sequence (3 in Nl has to be trimmed as soon as #l(DfJ, (3) = m - IDfJl + 1, this 
means when either #l(D), (3) = m - IDll + 1 = 3 - 2 + 1 = 2 or #1(D2, (3) = m -
ID21 + 1 = 3 - 1 + 1 = 3. As an example, the sequence 11 cannot be 
terminated for neither of the two conditions is satisfied. However, for the 
sequence 112, we have #l(D" 112) = 2, so it is not extended any farther. We 
obtainNI = {1l2, 12}. 

Similarly, the set N2 = {121, 21} is determined for a2 = 1. Figure 4 
illustrates the process. 

#2(D),2)=1 
#2(D2,2)=O 

1 1 

#2(D),21 )=2 
#2(D2,21 )= 1 

2 

#2(Dd)=O 
#2(D2,1)=1 

#2(DJ, 12)= 1 
#2(D2.12)=1 

#2(DJ, 121 )=2 
#2(D2,121)=1 

Figure 4. Constructing the setN2 of traversal sequences. 

In Step 3 and 4, we have R = K = {E, I}. Executing Step 5 yields TS1 = 
{a;y( 6(so, <1;), 6(so, aj» I at. CXj E R} = {I,ll}. Step 6 - the set TS2 = { a;K}'(s, 

I aj E R " (3 E Nt" J( E P({3, D(l8ftera)} " S, s' E D(l8ftera) = {1I, 1121, 
11211, 121, 1211} = {11211, 121I}. The test suite is TS = TS1 U = 
{11211, 1211}, it is m-complete for m 3. 

Proposition 5. The set of input sequences obtained with the above 
method is an m-complete test suite for a given FSM A. 

o 
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The statement comes as a corollary to Proposition 4 and Lemma 3. 
Finally, we discuss the complexity of test suites obtained with the 

proposed method. As Figure 1 illustrates, there exist pathological FSMs for 
which the smallest m-complete test suite may coincide with the set X'A". 
On the other hand, in the class of completely defined reduced FSMs, the 
resulting test suite coincides with the set vrn+1 w (the W-method). The size 
of tests for FSMs with distinguishable states depends on the choice of 
distinguishing sequences y(s, s') (constituting a characterization set W), for 
these sequences are the input to our method. "Optimal" distinguishing 
sequences should yield a test suite ofa minimal complexity. The problem of 
determining such sequences remains open for all existing test derivation 
methods with fault coverage, our method included. Treating distinguishing 
sequences as the input to our method, we separate this combinatorial problem 
from all the other issues of deriving tests for partial machines, for which we 
offer the solutions in this paper. 

4. CONCLUSION 

We revisited in the paper the problem of test derivation with fault 
coverage from partially defined deterministic FSMs and further elaborated 
the so-called state-counting approach outlined in our earlier work. 

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. We 
investigated the role quasi-equivalent states play in the structure of tests with 
complete fault coverage. We demonstrated that in presence of quasi
equivalent states, the use of a state cover is definitely redundant. A subset of 
it is sufficient to obtain a complete test suite. This result allowed us to 
extend the notion of a state cover to a core cover for a given FSM. The use 
of this new characteristic of partial machines significantly reduces the 
number of traversal sequences necessary to cover transitions in 
implementation machines. The resulting save is indeed essential, since each 
transfer sequence in a state cover is concatenated with several traversal 
sequences which, in tum, are concatenated with state identification sequences 
(if they exist). 

The rules for trimming traversal sequences were further refined, enforcing 
their earlier termination in the presence of quasi-equivalent states. We 
showed that the length of traversal sequences could be defined by counting 
the number of times quasi-equivalent states and not necessarily the same state 
(as was previously suggested) are traversed. We also demonstrated that there 
is no need to apply distinguishing sequences after each prefix of traversal 
sequences. 
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These new features of our method can significantly shorten the resulting 
test suite in the presence of quasi-equivalent and distinguishable states. Due 
to these non-trivial improvements, our method subsumes the existing 
methods; moreover, there are FSM classes where our method is superior to 
them, as it yields shorter tests. 

Several research directions can be pursued from this work. The ideas 
presented in this paper may help improve the results of [ 17], [12], [16] for the 
nondeterministic case. Based on this approach it is also interesting to 
develop methods for deriving complete tests from partial specifications in the 
fonn of partially defmed L TSs and 110 automata. Another potential direction 
is to try to construct a single checking sequence from the resulting complete 
test suite for a partial machine, similar to what was done in [18] for complete 
machines. Last but not least, in spite the fact that the proposed method 
provides a significant reduction in length of tests, the problem of finding a 
complete test suite of a minimal overall length for a given I/O FSM remains 
open and requires further research. 
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